A Web-Based BIM–AR Quality Management System for Structural Elements
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Abstract: This paper investigates quality management (QM) during the execution phase of structural elements by proposing, developing, and testing a complete framework by integrating building information modeling (BIM) and augmented reality (AR) technology. QM during execution is boosted by BIM–AR integration through a dedicated web-based system aimed at reducing the occurrence of omissions and negligence. With such a system, efficiency is improved by allowing the entering of inspection data directly in a shared digital environment, where people involved in QM have permanent access to updated information and inspection results, clearly organized, and entered in real time. The system has been developed in the asp.net framework using C# language where, by generating a web-based checklist and establishing its link to AR, it can enhance the process of information extraction from industry foundation class (IFC) 4D BIM models and the recording of inspection data. A test has been performed on a real case study in Budapest, to assess the effectiveness of the system in the field. Results demonstrate the following benefits brought by such a type of QM system: improved understanding of the design, access to information, and overview of the quality status of the project, leading to reductions in defects and reworking, as well as improved and quicker response and decision-making.
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1. Introduction

Presently, due to customer demand and high competition in the market, there is pressure on construction enterprises to improve quality in their projects. The main way to achieve this goal and achieve a competitive edge in the market is by adopting a sound quality management (QM) system [1]. Although QM must be applied to all phases of the building process, from conceptual design to demolition, the main challenge of projects and construction managers is controlling the quality during the execution phase, which calls for more resources and time. Based on surveys conducted by Gottfried et al. [2] and Alpsten [3], it has been found that failures ascribed to the execution phase are more prevalent than errors in the design process, and the construction phase appears particularly prone to errors. On the other hand, structural elements are considered to be the most fundamental components of a building to be controlled for their quality, since they are directly responsible for structural integrity, strength, and safety, and any defects in them will cause fatal accidents, severe additional costs, or delay [4,5]. In many projects, structural elements have also proved to have defects after execution but directly related to the execution phase, such as incorrect positioning of the frame in relation to the foundation, or insufficient length of the reinforcement bars [6].

Since there may be differences in the perception of the quality of an object, quality must be defined in a clear way. The ISO standard [7] defines quality as “degree to which a set of inherent characteristics
of an object fulfills requirements”. Quality in construction projects refers not only to the quality of products and equipment used in the construction of a building or facility, but also to the adopted management approach. As Chung states [8], both the construction cost and time of delivery are also important quality characteristics. Construction project quality is managed through quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC). Turner interprets QA as “preventive medicine” [9], which consists of steps taken to increase the likelihood of obtaining a good-quality product and management processes. The aim of QA is to ensure that the project scope, cost, and time functions are fully integrated. QC as part of QA is “curative medicine”, which recognizes human fallibility and takes steps to ensure that any (hopefully small) variations from standards that do occur are eliminated. As such, QC is the specific implementation of the QA program and related activities. Effective QC reduces the possibility of changes, mistakes, and omissions, which in turn result in fewer conflicts and disputes, and reduced waste of project resources. Although the procedure of quality check during the execution phase is consolidated and seems to be well organized, it does not work out properly in practice, for instance, due to intensive manual data collection entailing frequent transcription or data entry errors. Supporting this statement, examples can be found in reports and surveys presented by Glagola et al. [10] and Meijer & Visscher [11]. However, the complexity of properly controlling the quality of execution of structural elements can be easily recognized by having in mind, e.g., the number of processes and stakeholders involved in the execution of the concrete structure.

Recently, information technology (IT) has gained much attention as a key driver of change in the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry. Developments in IT have provided numerous opportunities for the AEC industry, one of which is building information modeling (BIM) [12]. BIM serves as a central data repository that can store information about a facility and is currently regarded as an essential tool in managing the lifecycle of a construction project from the initial design to its maintenance. BIM is not just a technology change, but also a process change. In fact, unlike the traditional approach, the BIM approach allows the project team and the stakeholders to share information and to be constantly aware about the project. BIM is considered to be a multi-dimensional digital representation of the physical and functional characteristics of a project. Every time a specific type of information is added to the model, a different dimension is set, and, for this reason, various dimensions have been defined. Three dimensions are generally sufficient for geometric purposes, but new descriptive modalities and quantities, such as time or costs, introduce a different type of information. According to BIM fundamentals there are seven recognized “dimensions”. 3D (three-dimensional rendering of the artefact), 4D (time and duration analysis), 5D (cost), 6D (sustainability assessment), and 7D (management phase). Taking advantage of its potential, the BIM methodology can be exploited to manage all the QC data and the complex relationships between them, establishing an effective approach to realize improvements in construction quality management. Various researchers have already proposed to implement BIM concepts into a quality management [13]. As an example, the QC framework by Chen & Luo [14] consisted of a 4D model combined with a specific company’s process, organization and product (POP) model. According to Turk [15]: “BIM refers to a combination or a set of technologies and organizational solutions that are expected to increase inter-organizational and disciplinary collaboration in the construction industry and to improve the productivity and quality of the design, construction, and maintenance of buildings”. In this sense, several authors proposed the combination of BIM with other technologies aiming at exploiting their potential in the framework of quality management. There are many examples, involving different techniques and technologies, such as personal digital assistants [16], mobile devices to access design information and to capture work progress [17], radio frequency identification [18–20], laser-scan point clouds [21–25], and indoor positioning through magnetic fields and wi-fi signals [26].

In the last decade, augmented reality (AR) has received a considerable amount of attention from researchers in the AEC community [27]. According to Wang et al. [28] AR and BIM are complementary technologies. AR could represent the site extension of the BIM concept and approach, and maximize the potentials of BIM in the construction site. AR allows the overlaying of a virtual object into the real
world and can present information on site where it is needed. Rankohi and Waugh [29] classified AR application areas in the AEC industry as follows: (1) visualization or simulation; (2) communication or collaboration; (3) information modeling; (4) information access or evaluation; (5) progress monitoring; (6) education or training; and (7) safety or inspection. Therefore, the benefits of bringing AR to the job site could be truly remarkable. In the framework of quality management, remarkable works can be found in the literature. Golparvar-Fard et al. [30] implemented the D4AR system for visualizing the deviation from the construction schedule by registering new daily site images and using a traffic light metaphor as feedback to represent discrepancies between the as-planned and the as-built. Wang et al. [28,31,32] developed a conceptual framework to investigate how BIM can be extended to the site via AR and investigated the use of BIM and AR for project control, procurement monitoring, visualization of design during construction, and linking virtual to physical objects. Park et al. [33] presented a conceptual system framework for construction defect management using AR and BIM technologies to enable the storage and retrieval of defect data visually. Following that study, Kwon et al. [34] proposed a defect management system for reinforced concrete work by integrating BIM, image-matching, and AR.

The aim of this paper is to propose a complete framework to integrate BIM and AR to improve the quality management of the execution of structural elements on site. Such a framework has been verified by implementing a prototype BIM–AR QM web-based system that is platform-independent and fully customizable, as well as able to be modified depending on the needs of the users. This prototype has been tested on a real-life test case to assess benefits, issues, and key points requiring further investigation.

2. The Proposed Framework for BIM–AR Integration for Quality Control

In this section, the developed framework integrating BIM and AR into the two pillars of quality management (QA and QC) will be described. The proposed procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. The QA starts by the customer defining his/her requirements, which are the basis for the design team to define the specifications. To be able to realize the constructed elements with a quality consistent with the specification, quality parameters and QC activities must be identified along with a schedule with the time when they need to be controlled. All this information will result in a QC plan which is the base for QC. After integrating quality information into a BIM, a quality model will be obtained to be shared between project participants, which will be the basis for inspection on site by AR technology. For the sake of simplicity, in this study the integration with a 4D BIM has been considered (i.e., including the project time schedule). Of course, with a 5D BIM model (hence including also cost information), a 5D quality model would be obtained, providing additional information, e.g., about the cost of possible required interventions.

Figure 1. Framework of the proposed quality management (QM) procedure.

2.1. Quality Control Workflow

The QC workflow is represented in more detail in Figure 2. Using the 4D quality model as a reference, the supervisor can determine beforehand which parts need to be controlled; then, when entering the construction site, the position of the elements to be controlled can be identified with respect to the environment in the AR mobile application. On site, the required information can be extracted and visualized from the updated BIM model and, using a web-based checklist of all the
quality parameters to be checked, a decision can be made on the quality conformance of each specific element. Once the evaluation is completed, a notification will be sent to the responsible contractor. The evaluation could result in a corrective action which needs to be taken—in this case, the BIM model will be modified based on the change. Further inspections could be required to determine if the corrective actions have been successfully performed. The project manager can also use the output from the inspection to have both an overall view of the project quality and an insight on current quality control processes and their effectiveness in limiting defects. This can help the manager to decide if any adjustment needs to be done in quality management, e.g., updating project scheduling techniques, adding/removing quality requirements, or modifying current checks/inspections.

Figure 2. The proposed BIM–AR QC workflow.

2.2. Data Needed for Quality Control

In the proposed BIM–AR QC procedure, the information needed for the quality management of structural elements is represented by three types of data that must be collected, exchanged, and synchronized to have a 4D BIM quality model:

- model of physical objects involved in the construction processes such as column and beam components and equipment employed, including the geometric data and the data on materials and other specifications; an example of generic physical objects that can be modeled is presented in Figure 3, in the case of a steel and cast-on-site reinforced concrete structure;
- work schedule data based on the project tasks, their relationship, and their time schedule, where inspection lots and their parameters can be related to these tasks to give them a time dimension;
- QC data, including definition of inspection lots and relevant quality parameters serving as a checklist to be controlled for each element, acceptance criteria, decisions, and instructions to the persons in charge in case of rework.

All these data can be divided into three categories, based on when they need to be used, namely: (a) before, (b) during, and (c) after execution. The aforementioned categorization of the data for QC purposes is quite basic to apply in real-life projects, but structured enough to comprise the most relevant aspects and verify the proposed framework.

According to European standard 13670:2009 [35] on the execution of concrete structures, quality parameters must be controlled for material, process, and geometry. The used material must be consistent with the required specification as well as the compliance of the finished element. The related activities and preventive measures must follow specific guidelines, and defined tolerances are admitted in terms of geometry of both simple and composite structural elements. As an example, Figure 4 shows how activities for the execution of a concrete structure are divided into the three phases; in each phase, quality parameters are controlled for material, process, and geometry. In Table A1 of
Appendix A, all the quality parameters for the control of the material of a concrete structure are listed, with the corresponding inspection lots, related activity, relevant standards, and execution phase.

![Example of generic physical object elements.](image1)

**Figure 3.** Example of generic physical object elements.

![Quality control phases for a concrete structure execution.](image2)

**Figure 4.** Quality control phases for a concrete structure execution.

### 3. Quality Control System Development

The proposed workflow needs a suitable system for it to be realized. Such a system has been developed based on a stepwise procedure. Ideally, the starting point is the 3D BIM model of the structure in industry foundation class (IFC) format. IFC is one of the open standards in the buildingSMART portfolio; it is a neutral data format to describe, exchange, and share all building information including geometry, spatial relationships, attributes, and quantity [36]. With such a format, the model can be then imported in suitable software to prepare the time schedule of the project, define the actors involved, and assign the physical elements to the work schedule, obtaining the 4D BIM model. The developed QC system synchronizes the 4D model and the quality information, generating a web-based checklist, storing all the inspection results and generating the link in the 4D IFC model to the AR application. By importing the synchronized 4D IFC model into the AR application, it is possible to visualize the BIM model on site, while the checklist is also accessible and can be updated.

The QC system was developed using the asp.net framework based on C# programming language to synchronize all information needed. Since the system is platform-independent and it can be accessed through any type of web browser, it can be accessed through either desktop or mobile devices and there are no requirements on the type of operating system. The input/output scheme of the system is represented in Figure 5.
The main packages/modules used to generate the quality system are the xBIM Toolkit which is a NET open-source software development BIM toolkit that supports IFC: it allows reading, creating, and viewing BIM Models in the IFC format. Two core libraries of the xBIM toolkit are xBIM Essentials and xBIM Geometry which are written in C# and C++. To allow addition of the BIM model to the checklist, WeXplorer was used; it is the visualization part of xBIM toolkit and uses WebGL technology giving 3D viewing control.

There are no specific entities for quality information in the IFC standard, therefore new entities describing the quality management process and their relationships with other information have been created [37]. The entity IfcQuality has been defined as an entity connected to other different entities describing the quality of an element. One of them is IfcInspectionLot and its subset IfcQualityParameters. The latter is categorized with respect to the epoch (IfcQualityPhase) and the type (IfcQualityCategory) of the control. IfcQualityAcceptance and its subset IfcQualityDoc describe the information regarding the inspection results and the related uploaded documentation. IfcInspectionPlan describes the assignments of activities and their schedule information in the framework of QC. These new entities are related to other entities already defined in the IFC standard Version 4 such as IfcProduct and its inherited entities describing the designed products, or IfcWorkSchedule describing the timing of the activities. Figure 6 shows the IFC-based process model and the relevant entities.

As an example, in the case of a wall that should be under inspection after concreting, the geometrical data and its properties are represented by IfcWall as a type of IfcProduct and it has one assigned IfcQuality entity. This entity is defined by three IfcInspectionLot, specifically cross-sectional geometry, surface control, and hardened concrete quality. Regarding the cross-sectional geometry of IfcInspectionLot, three parameters (dimensions, skewness, orthogonality) are related to geometry (IfcQualityCategory) and execution phase (IfcQualityPhase) with their own upper and lower deviation limits. In IfcQuality, the related quality parameter activities (the concrete placement in the case of wall geometrical quality parameters) are recorded in IfcInspectionplan, while the results of the inspection are recorded in IfcQualityAcceptance.

The 4D BIM model in IFC format, inspection lots, their corresponding quality parameters and related activities in comma-separated values format (CSV) are prerequisites as input for the system. The application initially parses the CSV file and stores the data in a dictionary which will be used to determine the value of quality classes, their subtypes, and their attributes. Loading the IFC model, the system parses all the IfcBuildingElements that are in the model and retrieves their globally unique identifier (GUID) and type. For concrete structures, the type of IfcBuildingElement could be IfcColumn, IfcBeam, IfcWall, IfcFooting, IfcSlab, IfcReinforcementRebar, and IfcBuildingElementProxy. Based on such types, the associated quality classes will be dynamically loaded, also containing the GUID of the specific elements. Since each element has its own unique GUID, for each element a specific webpage

Figure 5. Input/output scheme of the proposed QC system.
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address will be generated and this web address will be added as a user-defined property (IfcPropertySet) in the 4D IFC model, creating the link between this system and the web-based QC checklist. Opening this webpage will direct to the checklist of the related quality parameters, where the inspector can enter and record all the requested information. The results will be saved in IfcQualityAcceptance class and stored as two XML files. One of them is used to save the results of the latest inspection performed and the other to save all the inspection results and the documents related to each quality parameter. Whenever the checklist opens, the results of the latest inspection are shown. The other file can be imported into a spreadsheet for data queries, filtering, and quantification. Results can then be summarized to generate a quality dashboard of the project. Another output of the system is a color-coded IFC model, which provides the construction team with direct visual feedback on the contents of the inspection results. This reduces the time needed to analyze data and allows for a faster corrective action of quality defects to take place on site. The color coding is based on the legend reported in Figure 7.

The on-site visualization of the color-coded model with a mobile device exploiting the integration with AR can be useful for both the inspector and the people responsible for rework. In the former case it will make up the basis for subsequent inspections, while in the latter case it can be used to access the inspection checklist to identify the element, its problem, and the inspector’s comments. Through a central interface, projects are managed and IFC models are uploaded and visualized on site. Figure 8 shows the interface of the AR application and the steps needed to visualize the model on site and to access the web-based checklist; as an example, the figure reports the inspection of a column element.

![Figure 6. IFC-based process model. New entities are highlighted in blue.](image)

![Figure 7. Color coding legend for the visual feedback on the inspection results.](image)
4. On-Site Test of the Proposed BIM–AR QM System and Results

The proposed system has been tested in the case study of a reinforced concrete building under construction in Budapest, Hungary. Trial inspections have been performed on one level of the building to check the quality of structures and test the developed system. The test followed a stepwise procedure. First, the 3D model of the building was created in Autodesk Revit® and exported to IFC format. Secondly, the model was imported in Synchro Pro® establishing the connection between schedule information and the building elements and then exported again in IFC format. Such an IFC 4D model was finally imported into the developed system to synchronize the quality information with the physical and schedule information of the building and to generate the web-based checklist and the link for accessing the AR application. The Gamma AR Pro® application was used as the AR platform to visualize the BIM model on site. Such application directly uses the IFC format and gives the possibility of accessing information regarding the elements by just clicking on the object. This application positioning system is marker-less, and uses depth-sensing as the tracking system to overlay the BIM model to the reality on site. For positioning, the inspector needs to choose the floor and room and then select two corners of a wall or column in the model to superimpose it to the reality. An Apple iPhone 7® was used as the mobile device for the AR application.

The project used for the test is an office building with reinforced concrete structure which is being reconstructed after demolishing the old one, to match the architecture of the building next to it. Considering the building is being used as offices, based on EN1990-2002 Annex B [38], the consequence class CC2 has been chosen. Moreover, based on EN13670 [35], Execution Class 2 has been considered for assigning the range of admissible tolerances and the severity of the inspection. A total of 36 elements were inspected and the results were recorded. At the time that the test was done, most of the structural elements had been constructed and the activities related to the architectural part of the project were ongoing. Therefore, the inspection lots related to the “after-execution” phase of QC and were added as an input to the web-based checklist. In this phase there are no inspection lots related to formwork and rebar elements; however they were modeled in Revit® and then exported in IFC to examine how the inspection could have been performed on site using AR. In this way, it was also possible to assign and then retrieve their corresponding quality parameters. In Figure 9, the model of a column is shown, together with its on-site visualization using the AR application.

Inspection records were saved as XML and visualized using the color-coded model of the quality system; in this way it is also possible to find the location of the defects (see Figure 10). Furthermore, the dashboard of the quality status of the projects shows the results of the inspection (see Figure 11). During the inspection test, the response was negative in three cases (8% of the items checked); all of them concerned the concrete placement, two were related to walls, and one was related to a slab. Two of the failed inspection lots concerned the geometry and one concerned the material. These cases are represented in Figure 12.
quality of the construction project. A total of 36 element activities related to the execution of the structural "top", most of the structural elements had been constructed and the architectural part of the project was in the phase of construction. The project used for the test is an office building with reinforced concrete structure which is being reconstructed after demolishing the original construction. The project included the concrete placement; two were related to walls and one was related to a slab. The consequences class CC2 has been chosen.

Moreover, considering the building being used as offices, based on EN13670, Execution Class 2 has been used as an input to the web-based checklist. In this phase there were no inspection lots related to formwork and rebars elements; however, three defects in the concrete placement have been reported, based on EN1990-2, a slab and two walls are involved. Two cases are related to the geometry and one to the material. These cases are highlighted (see Figure 11). Figure 9. Model of a reinforced concrete column with its formwork, and how it is visualized on site.

Figure 9. Model of a reinforced concrete column with its formwork, and how it is visualized on site.

Figure 10. Case study, screenshots of the produced quality dashboard: visualization of the color-coded model (left) and report on the quality status of the project (right).

Figure 10. Case study, screenshots of the produced quality dashboard: visualization of the color-coded model (left) and report on the quality status of the project (right).

Figure 11. Case study, screenshots of the produced quality dashboard and summary of the defects: three defects in the concrete placement have been reported (top-left), a slab and two walls are involved (top-right), two defects regard the geometry of the objects, the remaining regard the material (bottom).
The case study allowed identification of benefits in adopting the proposed framework. Figure 13 maps the possible outcomes of the proposed system while pursuing the objectives of budget, time, and quality of the construction project.

5. Discussion

The results showed that the main weaknesses of the current QM practice (namely: poor management, poor understanding of the scope of quality, and poor communication between stakeholders) can be overcome, while the practice itself can be made more efficient and effective by exploiting the integrated use of BIM and AR technologies in a web-based collaborative system. The case study allowed identification of benefits in adopting the proposed framework. Figure 13 maps the possible outcomes of the proposed system while pursuing the objectives of budget, time, and quality of the construction project.

![Figure 13. Benefit map of the proposed system.](image)

On the other hand, during the development and testing of the proposed system, some limitations and barriers have been identified. One of the most important is the problem related to the correct positioning of the virtual model on the real environment. In fact, the accuracy of the positioning is not sufficient to rely on this system as a tool for the measurement of geometry, and therefore geometric measurements should still be done using traditional approaches. Furthermore, due to the nature of the construction sites and the dependency of the AR system on depth sensors, it could be difficult to superimpose the pins in the correct positions to achieve an AR experience with acceptable accuracy during the first tries. A possible solution could be the integration of both marker-based and marker-less...
tracking systems in the AR platform. With a proper enhancement of the software, the indoor positioning could exploit, e.g., near-real-time photogrammetric techniques to guide the procedure.

Occlusions create difficulties, as well. In AR, an object closer to the viewer obscures the view of objects further away along the line of sight, affecting the interpretation of the environment by the AR application in the case of complex models with lots of elements and details. Again, it is the opinion of the authors that this could be managed by the AR platform at software level so that, on the basis of a more accurate positioning of the device, it could recognize the relative distance of objects and manage the overlaps between superimposed elements. Examples of these problems are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Examples of problematic behaviors: occlusion of the real objects by the wall model (left and middle) and positioning accuracy problems (right).

From this point of view, several different techniques aiming at improving the accuracy of the positioning during the AR experience are under investigation by the scientific community [39], due to the huge potential that such technology has in various fields of application.

Another shortcoming of the proposed system for quality inspection is represented by the dependency on Internet access, which may cause problems when the signal is poor. Finally, there is the need to train people to use the system properly for safety reasons: in fact, working with mobile AR applications may cause the user to lose attention to the surrounding area, which could be very dangerous in a construction site and cause safety issues [40].

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a comprehensive approach for QM has been proposed by integrating BIM and AR technology. Exploiting advantages and help from the potentials of BIM and AR and their integration, a system has been developed for acquiring inspection data, processing the results, and facilitating collaboration among the actors involved in QM, through the web. The approach has been implemented and a preliminary test has been carried out on a real building project to study the efficiency and effectiveness of the system.

The results confirm that objectives such as delay reduction, quality improvement, and cost optimization can be pursued through the proposed quality management system. The produced web-based checklist makes the access to updated information easier, by improving the communication between the involved parties. Moreover, the quality dashboard summarizing the results, combined with the color-coded model, gives an overview of the current quality status of the project both in qualitative and quantitative terms.
In the frame of the experimental approach followed for the proposed methodology check, difficulties also encountered during the testing phase can be considered to be positive outcomes, and the seeds for further considerations and research work.

Regarding possible future developments to optimize the proposed approach for integrating BIM and AR for QM purposes, a more stable and accurate positioning of the AR platform would improve the experience, offering the possibility to add tools to measure and record the as-built situation for real-time comparisons with the designed plan and make the control of geometric quality parameters more efficient. Furthermore, other improvements could be represented by a priority index for each defect, ranking its influence on the others, and by a feature allowing superimposition of the model onto the appropriate LOD (Level Of Detail), to avoid visualizing too many details, and to make the AR experience better.
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Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Item</th>
<th>Related Activity</th>
<th>Inspection Lot</th>
<th>Quality Parameter</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Execution Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>formwork</td>
<td>material</td>
<td>mechanical properties</td>
<td>adequate stiffness</td>
<td>EN12812</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>release agents</td>
<td>surface condition</td>
<td>cleanliness of surface</td>
<td>EN12813</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>release agents</td>
<td>no unintended effect on the color</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mechanical properties</td>
<td>no detrimental effect on permanent structures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reinforcing</td>
<td>mechanical</td>
<td>steel class</td>
<td>stress test</td>
<td>EN10080</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steel</td>
<td>surface condition</td>
<td>free from loose rust and deleterious substances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spacers</td>
<td>no cracks and other damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>protection against corrosion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>cement</td>
<td>EN197-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delivery</td>
<td>aggregates</td>
<td>EN1260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mixing water</td>
<td>EN13055</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>admixtures</td>
<td>EN1008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mixed design</td>
<td>EN934-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>visual inspection of delivered concrete</td>
<td>no aggregates segregation</td>
<td>EN12350-1</td>
<td>During</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delivery</td>
<td>no concrete bleeding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no paste loss</td>
<td>EN12350-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cube/cylinder strength test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>slump test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>temperature test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>air content test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EN12350-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>hard concrete test</td>
<td>non-destructive tests</td>
<td></td>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delivery</td>
<td>crack formation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>non-honeycombing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>placement</td>
<td>no damage or disfiguration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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